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Facts

Canada only has one desert.
The most popular sport in Canada is ice hockey.
Canada holds record of most medals won at the winter 
Olympics.
Canada is a North American country.
Canada is the 2nd  largest country in the world.
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Population

In Canada there is a big total of 35.4 million people live 
there. This is a big country but its amazing that so many 
people can live there.
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Temperature

Canada's lowest recorded temperature was -81 degrees in 
1947. We in London have never had anywhere near that.

The highest temperature is 45 degrees witch is really high.
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The cold

In winter it used to snow so much they where locked in the 
houses so they had to make sure they had enough food to 
last them through the winter. 
But now with the technology we have  they will luckily be 
fine.
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The motto

The Canadian motto, A mari usque ad mare, means from sea 
to sea.
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Languages       

In Canada they speak mostly English and French. But I'm 
very sure that lots of people speak a different language.
I have seen a saying that was in Spanish so that’s why I 
know that they also speak a little Spanish.
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School and work

Canada is one of the worlds most Educated country over 
half its residents have college degrees and are in school.
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A wrong fact 

Many people think that Canada owns the north pole but it 
really doesn't so don’t worry.
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Life Span

The Canadians expect to live up to at least 79 years of age 
but some live longer.
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Canada is rich

Canada is rich in sources such as:
✔ Zinc
✔ Nickel
✔ Led
✔ Gold
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What do Canadians eat?

Here are some pictures of what they eat 
in Canada
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Final Facts

❖ Canada has the longest coastline in the world.
❖ Canada has more lakes then the rest of the world 

combined.
❖ The Capital city of Canada is Ottawa.
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